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ABSTRÄCT

This study of the geology of the Tarefare area

was undertaken primarily to establish the geology of the

fluorspar veins and their host rocks, and to interpret the

environment and the mode of emplacement of the veins.

The fluorspar veins of the Tarefare area occupy

steeply dipping faults in a hypabyssal granite stock of

alaskite composition. One wall of the fluorspar veins is

generally characterized by fragments of granite cemented by

vein material, whereas the oÈher wall is, in most places, a

fault showing horizontal slickensides. The vein material is

composed chiefly of fluorite with varyÍng amounts of quartz,

calcite and barite. These vein minerals exhíbít both macro-

crystalline and microcrystalline form. Several of the narrov¡-

er veins are characterized by the slzmmetrical development of

vein material inward from the vein walls; however the longer

and wider veins show a more complex layering. Brecciation of

the wall rock and fluorspar is coilrmon although it varies in

intensity from vein to vein and along individual veins. Locally

a vein may show evidence of more than one period of brecciation.
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Chemical alteration of the granite wall rock is minor and

conf ined to local- zones. Replacement of wal-l rock and vein

rock by the vein mínerals is frequent.

The data indicate that shortly after the solidifica-

tion of the granite stock, faults developed as the result of

tectonic stress or possibly cooling. These faults provided

open channels for the migration and deposition of late fluorine-

rich volatiles from the same mag'ma chamber. Deposition was

characterized by simple fissure filling. Many of the veins

!\lere subject to renewed or intermittent movement, accompanied

by brecciation and the subsequent deposition of later phases

of vein minerals.

vl- t- l_
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CHAPTER ]-

TNTRODUCTTON

General Statement

The St. Lawrence area of southern Newfoundland contains

the only known economic deposits of fluorspar in canada. The

Newfoundrand Fruorspar Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of the

Aluminum Company of Canada, is currently bringing the Tarefare

vein deposit ínto production because of a continuing increase

in the demand for fluorspar and a dwindling, ore reserve at their
nearby Director Mine.

Although several geologists, notably R.E"van Alsti_ne

and R.Ïrl.vüi11iamson, have studied the geology of the st. Lawrence

fluorspar area, detailed examination of the fluorspar veins

has been lacking. The Tarefare area r,tras chosen for this detailed
study because it is considered typical of the entire St. Lawrence

fluorspar district and also because of the present economic

interest in the area.

The field ;ohase of the investigation was conducted during

the summer of 1966 while the writer \^ras engaged by the Aluminum

company of canada. Field investigation included geologic mapping,
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., .t.

trenching, sampling and supervision of diamond drilling. Several

hundred samples of vein and host rock v/ere collected from old

underground workings, ore dumps and surface exposures. These

samples !üere subsequently cut, examined under a binocular micro- ::::
';;"t.''

scope, and described in detail at the University of Manitoba

during the winter and summer months of 7966-1967. Approximately

fifty thin sections !üere prepared and examined, ârid X-ray povyder .,,..,,
t!ti,t'

diffraction identífications were carried out on a number of 
,,,,;;:;,:,:l;.

minerals. A few specimens vúere subjected to a semi-quantitative

analysis, and the results are presented in Appendix I. In

additionr ân extensive literature study was made in the field

of natural radiation and fluorite toxícity; general discussions

of these topics as applied to the St. La\^rrence fluorspar deposits

are given in Appendix II and Appendix III.

Location and Access

The St. Lawrence area includes approximately .forty square

miles in the immediate vicinity of the town of St. Lawrence which

is located on the south coast of the 'Burin. Peninsula, Newfound-

l-and (Fig.1) .

The town may be reached by road, steamship, or float

plane. A regular taxi service runs between St. John's and the

Burin Peninsula every second day. Twice a week a Canadian National

steamshíp, on its route along the coast of Newfoundland, brings
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mail and supplies to St. Lawrence.

Geology of the St. Lav,/rence Area

A generalízed geological map of the St. Lawrence area is

presented in Fig. 2. The map is based on the work of D.H.Vüilliam-

son (1955 ) . The oldest rocks are the pre-cambrian volcanic

rocks of the Harbour Main Series which underlie most of the St.

Lawrence area. Sedimentary rocks of Lower and Middle Cambrian

age lie unconformably on the basement rocks. The Mid.dle Cambrian

rocks are overlain in turn by two ordovician formations, the

Litt1e Lawn Formation composed of shale, greln^racke and argillite,

and the Mt. Margaret vol-canics composed chiefly of basalt (D.H.

Ï{illiamson, 1955 ) .

The St. Lawrence graniter possibly of Devonian age

(n.s.Van Alstine, L948), intrudes the central portion of the

area. The contact between the granite and the host rocks is

sharp and shows intrusive characteristícs. rn some areas the

contact is marked by steeply dipping faults. Roof pendants of

shale occur frequently in the granite mass.

The St. Lawrence granite is believed to be a hypabyssal

batholithic intrusion which has been eroded onry srightly (n.g.

Van A1stíne, L94B). Several rhyolite dikes, which cut the shale

west of the main granitic mass (fig. 2), are believed to be
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related to the same granite magmar possibly representing a later
differentiated phase.

The majority of the forty or more fluorspar veins in
the St. La\^Trence district are found in a twenty-f ive square mile

area from Littre st. La\^rrence Harbour to Little Lawn Harbour

(Fig- 2). These steeply dipping veins occur in the St. La\drence

granite and to a lesser extent in the rhyorite porphyry dikes.

The veins tend to pinch out in the surrounding shale country

rock.

A great variation exists in the dimensions of the veins.

several of the larger veins are continuous for a mile or more,

whereas many of the smaller veÍns appear to die out within a

few hundred feet. The average widths of the veins are often

difficult to determine for they tend to pinch and swell both

laterally and vertically. lriidths as great as forty feet are

known; however the average width of the fluorspar veins which

have loeen subjected to development is approximatery five feet.

contacts between the vein and the warl rock are sharp.

One or both contacts on a given vein may show evj-d-ence of fault-
ing in the form of brecciation and slickensides in the wal-I rock.

l'lineralogical alLeration of the wal1 rock is relatively mild and

confined to loca1 areas along the vein.
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There is a wide variety of fluorite in the veins. Fine

to coarsely crystalline fruorite, finery granular fluorite,

and microcrystalline fluorite mixed with gangue minerals, are

common- Well developed fluorite cubes gro!ü inward from numerous

cavities in the veins. There is a wide variation in the colour

of the fluoríte: pale shades of yelrow, red, white, bluer grêêri

and purple are dominant.

The conrmon gangue minerals are quartz, calcite and

baríte. Minor quantities of galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite,

pyrite, hematite, Iimonite and manganese oxide are also associated

with the fluorite veins.

Layeri-ng and comb structure in the veins is frequent,

but often destroyed by intense brecciation and recementation

of the vein material.

History
in

and
the

Production of Fluorspar
St. Lawrence Area

Prospecting in this area probably dates back more than

100 years, or at least beyond the recollection of older St. Law-

rence inhabitants. An adit into the face of Chambers Cove vein

is believed to have been dug by Portuguese fishermen before the

1800's. J.B.Jukes (1840) recorded the occurrence of fluorite

and galena on the western side of st. La\úrence harbour. T{ork

was d"one on the Mine Cove veín, Chambers Cove vein and the Grebes
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Nest vein from 1870 to 1900. When work was started on the Black

Duck vein in 1933r ên old shaft twenty-five feet deep was

encountered (rig. 2).

The American Newfoundland Fluorspar Co. staked claims .1, '

and dicl some development work on several of the veíns in the

St. Lawrence area between 1936 and 1940-

In 1933, the St. Lawrence Corporation of Newfoundland was ..,

formed and ít operated continuously to 1958. During this period 
,.,.ì.,,

several veins \^rere brought into production. Shafts \^/ere sunk on

the Ïron Springs vein, Lord and Lady Gulch vein, Hares Ears vein,

Red Head vein and Blue Beach vein. Of these, the most productive

proved to be the Ïron Springs vein which was mined on ten levels,
with the average drift extending I,500 feet. Many of the smaller

veins \^rere mined by open-cut methods.

During this early period ore \'tzas mined to meet varying

short-term contract demands; little exploration work was done "l:,,,',,

and no long-range mining plans were considered. ,,,,,,,,,.

In 1940 Newfoundland Fluorspar Ltd., a wholty owned sub_

sidiary of the Aluminum company of canada, v¡as incorporated, and

it purchased the property of the American Newfoundland Fluorspar ,,r, 
'

co. These craims covered the Tarefare and Director veins, and

underground development was done on both these veins between üi

L937 and L942. A mine plant was built at the Director Mine, â11d
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production of the fluoríte from this vein coflrmenced in L942.

At present the only producing mine is the Director Míne.

Approximatery 500 tons of ore a day are mined from the stopes

at various levels down to the 950 foot level. The drifts on

the 25o foot and 400 foot levels are approxj-mately 6,000 feet

long. Because of the pinching and swelling of the vein, the

ore varies in width from a few feet to a maximum of 40 feet.

. The ore is concentrated by heai4z media separation. ït

ís trucked to st. Lawrence harbour where it is r-oaded on ore

boats and shipped to Arvida, euebec. Here the ore is upgraded

further and processed to make aluminum fluoride (A1 F¡ ) for

use in the electrolitic reduction of arumina in bauxite to

aluminum.

In L965, Newfoundland Fluorspar Ltd. bought the properties

of the st. La\¡/rence corporatíon, and now has mineral rights to

most of the known fluorspar veins in the st. Lawrence area.

Because of diminishing reserves at the Director property,

the company has decided to construct a new mining plant at the

Tarefare vein. shaft sinking to the 500 foot level with approx-

imately 3,000 feet of drífting on two levels is planned for L966-

L969. In addition, exploration is being carried out on possible

extensions of the Tarefare vein and other veins in the st.

Lawrence area-

.1.Ì i: i;:.i{,:i3:1.1.;"3
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Previous Studies

The first published report on the St. La!ürence fluorspan

area was made by R.P.Fischer and C.K.Howse (1939).

A comprehensive study of the geology of the st. Lawrence

area was carried out by R.E.Van Alstine for the Geological Survey

of Newfoundland in the surnmers of 1939 and 1940 (van Alstine,

1e4B) .

Between 1951 and 1957, several short papers \^lere published

on the fluorspar deposits. A few private reports have been made

by interested companies. The latest is by D.H.vüíl1iamson (1956)

for Newfoundland Fluorspar Ltd.

f-- ..' _.'¡
. .t'::
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE TAREFARE AREA

Introduction

The Tarefare area, approximately two miles sguare, is

located in the southwest sector of the St. Lawrence granite

mass (Fig. 2). The area is named after the prominent Ta-refare

vein which is presently of economic interest. Many of the

other fourteen or more veins in the area are related spatially,

and probably geneLically, to the Tarefare vein (Plate 1).

Physiography

The area is almost entirely covered by glacial drift;

in fact, the only rock exposures are along the coast and along

stream channels. The drift varies in depth from one foot to

twenty feet, and it appears that the old erosion surface is

quite irregular for the depth of glacial drift varies consider-

ably without regard to present topography.

The present surface is approximately 150 feet aloove sea

level; the low central area is a drainage basin out of which

11
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Tarefare Brook and Salt Cove Brook empty into Salt Cove (Plate 1).

The land rises to the west where the bedrock changes from a

highly jointed granite to a more resistant shale (fig. 3).

The shoreline is rugged and the eroded cliffs provide

excellent exposures of the bedrock. Steep-walled inlets or

gorges indicate the presence of fluorspar veins or prominent

fault zones. During 1ow tide some excellent exposures of

fluorspar veins may be seeni many of the veins continue out

beneath the oceaTì.

Petrology

The two major rock types in the Tarefare area are the

St. Lawrence granite of possible Devonian ägê, and shale of the

Little Lawn Formation of Ordovician age (Van Alstine,I94B). The

granite, which intrudes the shale country rock, is the more

important. rock type because it is the host rock for the fluorspar

veins (Plate 1).

(a ) Granite

The granite is holocrystalline, red to pink in colour,

and composed almost exclusively of feldspar and quartz. Although

quarLz is generally less abundant, it may be concentrated loca1ly.

Porphyritic areas characterized by phenocrysts of red feldspars

and rounded quarLz gretins set in a fine to medium-grainedrholo-



crystalline matrix are common.

Thin section examination, staining, and X-ray diffraction

showed that the feldspars are chiefly perthite, orthoclase,

microcline, and albite. Perthite and microcline often show good ,t,:.,,,',;

gridiron structure. carlsbad twinning is common in both orth-

clase and perthíte; twinning in plagioclase is rare . zoníng 
,:. ,

of the feldspar phenocrysts was noted in some specimens. Micro- ''., ì,, ,,

pegmatitic intergrowths of quartz and orthoclase are also present. ,,,.,

Mafic minerals are absent, however minor amounts of

specular and earthy hematite occur throughout the granite. The

specular hematite ís evenly distributed throughout the granite;

the red earthy hematite coats feldspar grains and is concentrated

along open fractures or alteration zones in the granit.e.

The chief accessory mineral in the granite is fluorite.

It occurs in the granite as colourless to purple microcrystalline

grainsr âs larg'er concentrations not visibly connected to fluoríte .. ,'.''.','

veins, and. as crystars lining open cavities. several other : :,r-.
;.,: l 1: l:

accessory minerals were observed in thin section, however only

zírcon could be identified with any degree of certainty. van

Alstine (L948) observed minor quantitíes of spene, apatite, ', ''"-''.'
-._. ::_: .: i.: I -

chlorite and hornblende.

On the basis of a modal analysis of the St. La\^/rence

granite in the rron spring area, van Alstine (LgLg) calculated

I3
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the granite to contain: 38.L"/. quarluz,  L'o% perthite ' L8'7%

albite, O.O% mafics, 2.O% hematite and O.2% fluorite.

The granite adjacent to the prominent faults shows

evidence of physical d.isturbance in the form of fragmented or l'

,1"

broken feldspars, bent twinning, and recrystallized quartz show-

ing wavy extinction (see Chaptèr 5).

Chemical alteration of the granite is minor and confined ,.

to local zorre-s adjacent to the fluorspar veins (see Chapter 9). 
.

On the basis of mineralogy, colour, and texture, Van Alstine

(L948) has classifed the granite as alaskite.

(b ) Sha1e

Shale of the Little Lawn Formation is found in contact

with the granite in the western part of the Tarefare area (Fi9.3).

The shale is typically deep green in colour. Narrov/, Iight and

dark coloured layers, occasionally observed on the weathered 
,.,

surface, are often contorted and may represent folding of the

shale beds. Disseminated pyrite was found in some rusty shale

areas. No fossils hrere found.

The granite-shale contact is sharp and often marked by 
,,,,

a steeply dipping fault or fluorspar vein (Figs - 3,4) - The

granite adjacent to the contact has a s1i9ht1y chilled margin.

Near the contact the shale is somewhat siliceous, and it breaks

with a slaty cleavage. Van Alstine (L949) states that the



Figure 3: Granite-shale contact on west side
of Little Salt Cove.

Figure 4: White weathered fluorspar vein along
steeply dipping granite-shale contact. Chambers
Cove area.

15
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shale in the vicinity of the granite batholith has been changed

to hornfels as the result of contact metamorphism.

Structure

(a ) Faults

The most notable structural features in the granite are 
,,...., .

the steeply dipping faults. These faults are important for they ,',',',' ,,;

provided the structural control for the deposition of the fluor- ,;,,:,,,'-.:,;

spar veins. Two of the larger faults, localizing the Tarefare

and the rron springs veins, are over a mile long; other faults

appear to die out within one or two hundred feet. The attitude

of the individual faults may change considerably both along strike

and down dip. changes in strike of as much as 30o are observed.,

and dip reversals both along the strike and down the dip of a

fault are common. The strikes of the faults range between USOoe

and SlsoInI, however within this range there appear to be two '¡,..,'.,",'

distinct groups or fault systems, the N!ìI-SE system and the E-üI ':,'"

system (see Chapter 3 ) .

The faults are not confined strictly to the granite but

are also found along the granite-shale contact. The faults are :''¡",..'''"'
l::'r:_:':':

spatially rerated to the granite body for they d.o not persist

for any distance into the surrounding sha1e.

The last movement on the faults appears to be predominantly
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strike-slip for well-d-eveloped horizontal slickensides occur

on the fault surfaces. More than one period of movement along

several- of the faults is suggested by the several periods of

brecciation of the vein minerals within these faults.

Post-ore movement appears to be confined to renewed

movement along the faults themselves, although minor displace-

ments across the veins are occasionally observed.

(b ) Joints

The granite is well jointed. One horizontal and two

vertical joint sets are prominent and give the granite outcrops

a very blocky appearance.

About thirty joint measurements \^rere taken along the

southern coast of the Tarefare area. The number of measurements

represent only a small sample of the total nr:rnber of joints in

the granite. Two sets of vertical joints occur approximately 
.,,..,.,...,,

perpendicular to each other. one set strikes lil0ow to tt2Ooe "r":'::1:

,. , ,: , , 

. , 

' 
, 

' 
, , I I

and the other set strikes N90og to S45og. The third set is ,,-' ,

approximately horizontal- and probably represents a sheeting

effect caused by the erosion of the share roof . val Alstine 
1:,::,_.:;.i,

(L948 ) finds the above joint sets to be prominent throughout ''';:1

the entire St. La\^zrence granite area. Several of the joints

are mineralized with fluorspar although the majority are barren.
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Jointing in the share is not as prevalent as in the

granite. Although no attitudes \^zere measured., threè joint sets

\^rere observed, two vertical and one horizontal_.

Economic Geology

The most important economic minerar in the area is

fluorite. rt occurs in veins which occupy steeply dipping

faults in the granite host rock. The term "fluorspar" is used

in this study to refer to the ore which is mined for the mineral

fluorite (caF2). The ore of ftuorite often contains considerable

amounts of quartz, cal_cite and barite.

The economic importance of any one vein depends chiefly

on the dimensions of the vein and on the grade of the ore. Most

important is the average width of the vein. Many of the veins

are too narrow to be mined economically. Veins which have been

worked in the past average four feet or greater in width.

rn the last ten years more emphasis has been placed on

the development of the long'er and wider low-grade veins of the

NhI-SE system than on the shorter and narrohzer high-grade veins

of the E-lrI system ( see Chapter 3 ) .

The average grade of ore varies considerably from one

vein to the next and also arong each individual vein. one of

the contacts between each vein and adjacent host rock frequently
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consists of a considerable width of fluorite-cemented granite

or minerarized granite; therefore the "economic" width of a vein

is partially controlled by the percentage of fluorite in the

waIl rock. In the early mining days the cut-off grade was

around lO% CaFZ and hígher, depending on the particular contract

demands. However, the cut-off grade is now 3 O% CaEZ. Even this

cut-off grade will vary with the economic and mining conditions

prevalent at the time a particular vein is being míned.

Gangue minerals include quartz, calcite and barite.

These minerals occur in variable amounts along the vein. Micro-

crystalline mixtures of gangue minerals and fluorite are common.

Barite accounts for only a small percentage of the vein minerals.

However, it is often concentrated locally in intimate mixtures

with fluorite, in whích event it may interfere with the milling

process.

Sphalerite, galena and chalcopyrite are also present

throughout the veins. Locally they may be concentrated in

economically interesting amounts, although they have not so far

been found in a large enough tonnage to be mined, even as a by-

product of the fluorite mining.

The Tarefare area is of economic interest primarily

because of the Tarefare vein. This vein has been traced inter-

mittently for over a mile in length and has an average width
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over considerable lengths,of approximately six feet. The area

also has a number of other veins which are of potential interest.

Little exploration work has been done in the area beyond

the present workings. None of the veins or the fault zones along

which they occur have been followed to their termination, so

the exposed or known length of the veins may represent only a

fraction of the total distribution of veins within the area.



CHAPTER 3

DESCRTPTTON OF VETN SYSTEMS

All of the fluorspar veins in the Tarefare area occupy

steeply dipping faults. On analysing the strikes of these veins

one observes Lhat there are two distinct concentrations of strikes

or strike trends (see Fi9,,.32 ). Four of the veins have their

strikes closely grouped between ul5ow and N3OoTf and these veins

are referred to as NVü-SE veins. The other veins have a greater

variation in strike directions and occupy a quadrant between NB0oE

and S4Ooe (see Fig.32). These veins are called the E-IIT veins.

Hence the veins in the Tarefare area belong to either the NW-SE

vein system or the E-W vein system. Van Al-stine (L948) find.s

that all of the veins in the entire St. La\^Irence area belong

to either of these two svstems.

One also finds that the dimensions, mineralogy, and

internal structure of the veins in one system are different

from those of the other system. The NhT-SE veins are generally

wider, longer and lower grade than the E-!{ veins. "Blastonite",

a local term used to designate a rock containing visible frag-

ments of fluorite in a microcrystalline mixture of quartz and

fluorite (F'igs.11,13 ,I4), is abundant in NVü-SE veins. On the

2I
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other hand, the E-vü veins are characte r-:zeð. by opaque, finely-

layered, granular fluorspar (rig.zr¡ which is seldom found in

the NVü-SE veins. Yellow and red crystalline fluorite are common

in the E-IrI veins. There is also a tendency for the E-w veins

to be more coarsery crystalline, l-ess brecciated, and more vuggy

than the NIV-SE veins.

The veins in the Tarefare area are listed below under

the system to which they belong.

NW-SE Veins

Tarefare
Blowout
Hares Ears
Chambers Cove

E-Vü Veins

Iron SprÍng
Lord and Lady Gulch
Beck
Litt]e Sa]t Cove
Salt Cove Valley
üIest Extension
Lead
Hope
Southern Cross
Tarefare Shore

It should be emphasized that although'this division is

based on the similarities coilrmon to all veins within each system,

these similarities are relatively minor in comparison to other

properties which characterize each individual vein.
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CHAPTER 4

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE INDTVTDUAL VEINS

The individual characteristics of each vein tend to be

more prominent than the characteristícs which place an indivi-

dual vein in either of the vein systems. Tn addition there is

often a close spatial relationshÍp between veins of one system

and another. For these reasons, the followj,ng order of vein

descriptions is based on the location and the economic importance

of the veins rather than on vein svstem characteristics.

Many of the veins have been worked in varying degrees.

the mining history of the indívidual veins is based largely on

information received from Mr. H. Farrell, former assistant

manager of the St. Lawrence Corporation.

Tarefare Vein

Exploration along the Tarefare Mine vein, the Grassy

Gulch vein and the Grassy Gulch Adit vein has indicated that

these old workings are along one and the same vein, and that

this one long vein or fault, named the Tarefare vein, extends

further southward to the coast (fig.S ¡.
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The Tarefare vein is one of the prominent NI^I-SE veins

and is the longest known vein in the area. It extends more than

6,500 feet from the southern coast to the north where it pinches

out in the shale country rock. Although the Tarefare vein has

an average strike of trl25ow, it may change strike as much as r8o

in either direction along its length. The average dip is vertical,

however the dip varies up to 3oo from the vertical, both along

strike and down dip. The vein pinches and swelrs so that its

width varies from nil to twenty feet; the average width of the

Tarefare vein is approximately six feet in areas where it has

been developed.

The fluorspar in the vein is highly brecciated. Tt is

not unusual to observe evidence that indicates more than one

period of brecciation. Rock containing fragments of vein minerals

or walI rock is itself brecciated and included ín a later phase

of fluorspar deposition. There appears to have been several

periods of deposition of vein minerals because irregular veins

of fluoriter Quartz and calcite frequently cut across fluorspar

of an earlier depositional phase.

The fluorite in the Tarefare vein is characteristically

white, blue, purple and,/or green. purple fruorite generally

occurs adjacent to the granite wal1 rock. Green fluorite occupies

the centre of the vein or cuts across earlier vein material_.
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"Blastonite" is prominent along the Tarefare vein and frequently

occurs in zones characterized by intensive brecciation (Figs.IL,I2).

Alteration and the replacement of wall rock and vein

minerals by fluorite, calcite and quartz, are confined to local

areas along the vein.

The Tarefare Mine vein and Grassy Gulch vein portions

of the Tarefare vein are described in the succeeding sections.

(a) Tarefare Mine Vein

A shaft has been sunk to the 85 foot leve1 on this vein

and a total of 3,2OO feet of exploration drifting has been

carried out along the vein. Cross-cuts v/ere driven every 100

feet along the drifts with the hope of encountering parallel

or branching veins. Several smaller veins !üere discovered by

this method, the most notable of which is the Southern Cross

vein (fig. S ). In 1948 the drifts hrere allowed to flood, and

production came so1e1y from the Director Mine. In J-966 it

became apparent that with diminishing ore reserves at the Director

Mine a nerlt/ source of fluorspar would be necessary. The previous

exploration drifting and sampling on the Tarefare Mine vein, and

the parallel Blowout vein, indicated a potentíal of about 400,000

tons of ore averaging around SO% CaEZ. Surface exploration

during the summer of L966 proved the vein extended, with inter-

ruptions, southward to the coast. During the falI of 1966 the
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mine !üas pumped and shaft sinking commenced with the intention

of bringing the vein into production.

The Tarefare Mine vein strikes approximately nl5oW; the

dip varies from vertical or near vertical in the southern and

central portionsrLo lOottu in the northern portion of the vein.

The vein pinches and swells with a variation in width from one

foot to twenty feet. The western waII of the vein is sharp

and characterized by a prominent fault surface showing approx-

imately horizontal slickensides; the eastern wall is frequently

ragged and composed of brecciated host rock cemented by vein

material. Post-ore fault displacements of a few inches are

common within the vein.

A detailed geologícal map of the main sector of the

Tarefare Mine vein is presented in P1ate 2. This map vras

constructed on the basis of rock samples taken every few feet

along the cross-cuts. Because of a limiting time factor no

underground mapping was done, although some data sucïr as

position of veín-wall rock contacts, structural measurements,

and assays \dere obtained from an old map of the workings.

Field evidence suggests that this portion of the Tarefare Mine

veín is in general typical of the entire Tarefare vein. The

map also includes a general plan of portions of the Tarefare

Mine vein and the entire Blowout veín; these areas were not

accessible to the writer at the time of the study.
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Before rnaking any generalized statements it should

be emphasized that no information was obtained as to the nature

of the vein between the cross-cutsi hence the writer is correlat-

ing between cross-cuts spaced at 100 foot intervals.

The mineralogy and petrology are similar along the vein.

The northern sector has somewhat more calcite, and is often more

complex than the southern sector.

A general pattern of zoning, although not apparent on a

loca1 scale, is prominent throughout the vein. Green crystall-ine

fluorite occupies the central part of the vein or may cut across

other portions of the vein. !r7hite, blue and/or purple fluorite

occur on either side of the green fluorite; purple fluorite is

commonly found adjacent to the granite walls and also adjacent

to the granite fragments included in the vein. Barite is observed

locally and occurs towards the centre part of the vein where it

occupies open fractures or cuts across earlier formed mínerals.

Lenses or zones within the vein are characterized by an abundance

of calcite., "blast.onite " or g'ranite fragments.

Minor amounts of galena, sphalerite and chalcopyrite are

included in the vein material and especíally in the green fluorite.

The amount of sphalerite and galena increases in the northern

portion of the vein.
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The wall rock is frequently characterized by fine-

grained granite fragments in a finer brecciated mass of granite,

or granite fragments in a dark red aphanitic matrix of rhyolite

(Figs. 9,10 ). Large horses of granite may be incl-uded in the

vein material. Veinlets, stringers and fracture fillíngs of

vein minerals may penetrate the host rock several feet from the

fluorspar vein.

Alteration is uncommon, however replacement of the vein

minerals and g'ranite walI rock by fluorite, calcite and quartz

is common ( see Chapter .. 9 ) .

(b) crassy Gulch Vein

The Grassy Gulch vein which is part of the greater

Tarefare vein is approximately 800 feet southeast of the Tare-

fare Mine vein (Fig. 5 ).

The Grassy Gulch vein has been mined in two areas

(r'ig. s ). In 1950 the st. Lawrence corporation sanl< a shaft

on the northern portion of the vein and about 32O feet of dríft-

ing was done along the B0 foot level. Operatíons ceased in 1952

and the d.ríft was allowed to flood. tn L944, the same company

d.rove an adit into the vein at a point some 1,300 feet to the

south, and approximately 360 feet of drifting was carried out.

The operation v/as unsuccessful because of the highly jointed and
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fractured surface rock which made mining difficult. Both the

north and south drifts have since caved and are inaccessible.

The Grassy Gulch vein is structurally similar to the

Tarefare Mine vein. The vein'dips steeply to the east but

drilling data indicates that it may overturn at depth. The

average width of the vein is approximately six feet at both of

the above mining locations.

Trenching between the two mining locations exposed a

prominent fault showing horizontal slickensides. The fault

zone is characterized by highly siliceous rock composed of about

80% microcrystalline quartz and, 20% fluorite frag'ments. The

actual width of the fluorite vein along this zotte is less than

two feet.

The fluorspar from the two drifts in the Grassy Gulch

vein is very similar both in mineralogy, petrology and internal

structure to that of the Tarefare Mine vein. However, on the

basis of granite wall rock samples taken from the crassy Gulch

adit and trenches, it would appear that the wall rock in this

area is somewhat altered. Although the subject of alteration

will be discussed in Chapter 9, it should be mentioned here

that the alteratÍon is a loca1 feature.

Southern Cross Veins

The Southern Cross veins are a numloer of relatively
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narro\d fluorspar veins which branch in a southeast direction

from the southern portion of the Tarefare Mine vein (Fig.s ).

The Hope vein is the most important of the Southern

Cross veins and was the only one accessible for the collection ,,,¡,,;,.',

of samples. It was originally discovered by surface trenching,

and a shaft has been sunk on the vein.

The Hope vein belongs to the E-üI vein system. The

ore is relatively high-grade; coarsely crystalline yellow and

red fluorite are common,whereas blastonite and green fluorite,

typical of the NüI-SE Tarefare vein, are uncommon.

Barite Fau1t Vein

The Barite Fault vein is the name given by the writer

to the vein which has been emplaced along a prominent fault,

characterLzed by a fault scarp extending 100 feet out to sea

from the west coast of Salt Cove (Fig.s ). The attÍtude of

the Barite Fault vein is u22ow and vertical, which is approx-

imately the attitude of the Tarefare veÍn.

The vein within the fault is not more than one half-

foot wide and consists of several parallel vertical veins and

lenses of pink platy barite in an altered granite. Purple

fluorite and "blastonite" also occur in this zone.
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On the basis of 1-966 trenching results, and the pro-

jection of the Tarefare vein along its strike, the writer believes

the Barite Fault vein to be the actual southern extension of the

Tarefare vein.

Tarefare Shore Vein

The Tarefare Shore vein, also named by the wríter, is

located on the west shore of SalL Cove (Fig.5 ). The vein is

exposed for 150 feet and has an average width of one foot.

The vein strikes w4Bow and dips BsoNe. This attitude is similar

to that of the Southern Cross veins which branch off the south-

ern portion of the Tarefare Mine vein. Although earlier reports

suggested that the Tarefare Shore vein was the most southerly

extension of the Tarefare vein, evidence would indicate that

the Barite Fault vein is the actual extension of the Tarefare

vein and that the Tarefare shore vein is a branch of the Tare-

fare vein (Fig. 5 ).

The mineralogy of the Tarefare Shore vein is very similar

to that of the Tarefare vein. Purpre, blue and green fluorite

are common.

Blowout Vein

The Bl-owout vein lies about 100 feet east of the Tarefare
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Mine vein. The strike. of the vein is sub-parallel to that of

the Tarefare Mine vein, and it dips approximately 65ome. Eleven

hundred feet of exploration drifting has been done along the

85 foot level (Plate 2).

As the name "Blowout" implies, the width of the vein

is variable. Lenses of fluorspar up to eight feet wide may

be separated by several feet of barren granite. Irregular or

feather veining of the fluorspar ís common (Plate 2).

A study of a very limited number of samples from the

Blowout vein suggests the vein mineralogy is very similar to

that of the Tarefare vein.

Iron Springs Vein

The Tron Springs vein is the most prominent E-Vü vein

in the area, and for many years it was economically the most

important vein in the St. Lawrence area. It was mined by the

St. Lawrence Corporation from l-934 to 1957 when work ceased

and the míne was allowed to flood. Mining !\uas carried out on

ten different levels, to a maximum depth of 900 feet. The

average length of the drifts is one-ha1f mile although the vein

\^zas followed for nearly 4,000 feet on the 450 foot level.

The vein strikes approximately rrlTsow and dips 7Oo to

the southr+est. Changes in strike and dip are cornmon. Pinching
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and sv/elling of the vein both along the strike and down the

dip give the vein a lenticular appearance... The average width

is no more than four feet although widths as great as ten feet

may be found where the vein swelIs.

Zones of weakness marked by clay gouge, locally known

as "pug", granular fluorspar, or dense white quartz, are frequent

along the vein. The largest known post-ore fault in the Tarefare

area displaces the vein a maximum of twenty feet to the north.

The mineralogy and petrology of the Ïron Springs veín

are probably the most interesting of any of the veins in the area.

Many variet.ies of fluorspar are present. The most characteristic

type of fluorspar in the Ïron Springs vein is a thinly-layered,

granular mixture of microcrystalline fluorite t eluartz and/or

calcite (Fig.50). Thís fluorspar is generally red to tan in

colour and is distinct from "blastonite" of the NE-SE veins.

Nodular ore, formed from the precipitation of fluorite around

fragments, is common locally (Fig.23).

Many cavities within the vein are lined with well-formed

cubic crystals. These crystals may have dimensions as large as

one foot to a side and have a wide range of colours.

The vein was named lron Springs because of the rusty

colour of the water flowing from the original trench which

crossed the vein. The predominance of red hematiÈe is character-
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istic of this vein. Hematite coats many of the cubes and fíIIs

fractures in the vein; the red to tan colour of the ore is due

to the presence of this hematite.

The ore is typically high-grade due to the predominance

of coarsely crystalline fluorite throughout the vein. Excellent

comb structure indicates that deposition took place along relatively

open fractures. Brecciation and recementation, although present,

are not nearly as prominent as in the Tarefare vein.

Vüest Extension Vein

The location and orientation of the trfest Extension vein

suggests that it is a westerly extension of the Tron Springs

vein. This interpretation is supported by the structural similar-

ity of the two veins, and also by mineralogical and petrological

similaritíes.

fn 1950 a shaft was sunk on the Ïrlest Extension vein and ,-'.',-
'i.';. -i :._

approximately 190 feet of drifting was done on the 60 foot level ,,,',
. .t, ,. 

1, 
t

and 1,050 feet done on the 100 feet level. Although work ceased

on the vein in 1952 and it was allowed to flood, there \^/as no

indication that the vein had terminated

The vein is characterized. by pinches and swells; the

average width is four feet. The ore is high-grade due to the

abundance of coarsely crystalline fluorite which is generally
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red, white and amber in colour. "p.rg" seams are commorÌ.

cavities, prevalent in the veinr ârê lined with fluorite

crystals.

Hares Ears Vein

The Hares Ears vein is the second largest known Nlv-sE 
.,,,,..

vein in the Tarefare area. The vein was discovered in 1936 during .,,: ,;, ',

the construction of the Tron Springs road. Open-cut mining began , 1, 
,

the same yearr ârid in 1943 underground mining commenced. Drifts

\^lere driven on the 65 foot, L75 foot and 27s foot levels. The

65 foot level drift is over 1,000 feet 1ong.

The vein strikes approximately w25ow and is vertical.

The vein splits northward and later coalesces, enclosing a large

granite horse. The average vein width is around six feet,

however pinches and swells are very common. l¡Ieak zones character-
. .. _.: ...t.ized by fault gouge and crushed fluorspar are cotnmon along the ,',1,,;,,

vein and make mining difficult. ,l ,,, ;.: ,, 
,. 

:,..

Although the vein pinches to the south, there is evíd-

ence that it continues for some distance. Fluorspar float has

been traced., on strike with the vein, all the way to the coast, '
'.,4.,-. a'

where smaIl veinlets of fluorspar have loeen observed in the

exposed granite (Plate 1).
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Although the ore from the Hares Ears vein is relatively

high-grade, the mineralogy and structure of the vein are typical

of the NVü-SE veins. Purp1e, white and green fluorite are common.

The purple fluorite is very prominent along the brecciated

granite contact. Minor amounts of "blastonite" are present.

Lord and Lady Gulch Vein

. The Lord and Lady Gulch vein is exposed on the east and

west side of a prominent headland between SaIt Cove and Shoal

Cove (Plate 1). I,Íave action on the west coast has eroded the

less resistant fluorspar vein and left a steep rugged gorge.

The vein was first mined in 1935 by open-cut methods.

Later, underground mining on the 50 foot and 100 foot levels

commenced and continued tilI l-956 when all the ore to sea level

had been removed (Fig.6 ).

The vein strikes approximately rv75og and dips 8OoSg.

Pinching and swelling of the vein both along strike and down

dip are common. The average width of the vein is about eight

feet. The vein tends to split and coalesce, enclosing large

horses of granite which have been partially replaced by fluorite.

The ore is typical of the high-grade E-Vü veins. Coarsely

crystalline red, yellow and purple fluorite are common. T¡r7ell

developed comb structure is present in the form of layers of

cubic fluorite which gro\^/ inward from the vein wa1ls (Fig.Z ).



Figure 6: Open-cut mining along the Lord and Lady
Gulch vein - (now abandoned).

Figure 7: Cubic crystalline fluorite growing inward
from granite wall rock. Fluorite cubes coated with a
thin layer of hematite. Lord and Lady Gulch vein.

38
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Locally the vein may be ext.remel-y vuggy with numerous cubes

of fluorite lining the cavities. A thinly-layered granular

mixture of fluoriter euartz and,/or calcite, which appears to

be characteristic of many of the E-Vü veins, is also present.

Brecciation of the vein material is conrmon locaIly.

The wall rock is generally granite although locally it

is characterized by graníte fragments in a dark red aphanÍtic

matrix of rhyolite. The wall rock is often brecciated or highly

fractured, and cemented by purple fluorite.

Beck Vein

The Beck vein is exposed by Tarefare Brook about 3OO

feet northwest of the Junction of Tarefare and Salt Cove brooks

(elate 1). The vein has been traced by trenching for 5OO feet

along its E-lV strike and open-cut mining was carried out to

some extent. Although little more information is recorded on'

the Back vein and all previous workings are covered by under-

growth, the writer was able to obtain several samples for study.

The fluorspar is extremely high-grade, consisting of

coarsely crystalline fluorite with littIe gangue minerals.
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Crystal cubes of fluorite are perfectly transparent. This

variety is known as optical fluorite. Barite occasional-l-y

occurs as pink plates in the depressions between fluorite cubes.

Líttle Salt Cove Veón

The Litt1e Salt Cove vein is one of several smafler veins
.. -:.- .

ín the southwest Tarefare area. It is exposed along tÏæ coast i, ,i ,,.'i'..

of Little salt cove. open-cut mini'ng along a 2oo foot length :: :.::'.
...: ..:: : ...

near the coast has removed most of the ore to sea level.

The southern portion of the vein strikes N55ovü and the

northern portion strikes N45ow; the dip is 75omn. The width of

the vein varies from one and one-haIf feet at the north and.

south extremities, to nine feet in the middle where the vein

changes strike.

The mineralogy is typical of the E-tf veins. Layering

of coarsely crystalline purple, yellow, red and blue fluorite , ' '.,'','

paralleI to the vein walls, is colnmon. Parallel layers and lenses
'-tt . .. .

of quartz, calcite and barite are also present. Minor amounts

of chalcopyrite, sphalerite and galena may be included in the

vein material . Locally, brecciation of the vein and granite ,.,,..,,..-..,',,

wall- rock destroy the paralleI layeríng.

Salt Cove Valley Vein

The Salt Cove Valley vein is exposed by open-cut mining
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for approximately 300 feet across the salt cove valley. The

vein strikes nToow and dips 59oue. The foot walI of the vein

shows prominent slickensides pitching lgoNrv in the prane of the

fault. The footwall contact between the vein and granite is

sharp, whereas the hanging wall is highly shattered and cemented

by crystalline fluorite.

Small cubíc crystals of purple to clear fluorite grovü

irregularry inward from numerous vugs throughout the vein.

Layering para1le1 to the fault surface has been largely destroyed

by brecciation; however it has been preserved localIy. Calcite,

quaitz and barite are coîtmon. Lenses of purer coârsêIy crystall-

ine barite or calcite are found along, the vein.

The Sal-t cove Va1ley vein may be a continuation of the

Little salt cove vein; however the exposed veins are too widery

separated to justify this extrapolation.

Lead Vein

The Lead vein is exposed by the western branch of the

Little sal-t cove Brook. The vein has been worked by hand for

approximatelyr,fÍfty feet. The vein has an average width of three

feet, strikes NSOoIAI and has a vertical dip.

The vein is called the Lead vein because of the notable

presence of galena which is often found in concentrations between

fluorite aggregates. The vein ís vuggy and the margins of the



vein are frequently characterized by fragments of

surrounded by blue crystalline fluorite. Calcite

rite are common throughouL the vein.

the
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granite

chalcopy-

Chambers Cove Vein

The Chambers Cove vein is exposed along the steep eastern

clíff of Chambers Cove. The vein follows the faulted contact

between the granite and shale. An adit, driven into the vein

face, is now filled with water. It is reported that Portuguese

fishermen \^/ere attracted by the galena disseminated throughout

the vein, and worked the veín as early as the eighteenth century.

The vein is exposed for 150 feet but may continue north-

ward along the faulted granite-shale contact. Fluorspar float

has been found about 320 feet north of the vein along the same

granite-shaIe contact (plate 1). The vein is approximately three

and one half feet wíde, and it strikes lu25ow and dir¡s B2oNe.

The Iow-grade vein material is some\^zhat unique in that

much of the vein is composed of greyish green microcrystalline

quartz with inclusions of granit.e, shale, fluoríte and calcite.

The fluorite Ís bIue, white and purple in colour.

Other Veins

There are several veins in the area which are too narrow

to be of economic interest. These narro\4r veins, ranging in width
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from a few inches to sevelal feet, follow minor fault zones

in the granite or the faulted granite-shale contact (Fig.4),,.

and occasionally fill joint planes in the granite.

eeologically these veins are interesting for they show

structures similar to the larger veins but on a smaller scale.

Brecciatj-on is quite limited or totally absent, and hence the

internal vein structures are preserved.

A typical example of these veins is located in Little

Salt Cove. This vein is partially covered during high tide and

hence was called the Tide vein by the writer. The western port-

ion of the vein is composed of several smaller veins oriented

sub-parallel to one another with local convergence and divergence.

Pinching and swelling occur along the vein and occasionally a

vein will pinch out completely and reappear several feet further

along the same fracture which served as a channel for the d.eposit-

ion of the fluorspar. The veins finally converge into a single

vein approximately one foot wide (Fig"B). Tlld-s vein continues

eastward for 100 feet and unites with the Little Salt Cove vein.

The Tide vein is characteri-zed by coarsely crystalline

yeIlow 
_and 

white fluorite growing inward from the slightly sheared

and fragrrnented granite walls (Fig.B ). ExcellenL comb structure

is present at some locations along the vein. Each stage of growth

of cubic fluorite inward- from the walls is marked by a coating of

:¡:i.:'-:
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red hematite and the centermost portion of the vein is marked

by cubíc crystals of fluorite growing inward from opposite sides.

Locally the centre of the vein is characterized, by a complete

interlocking of cubic crystalsi however an irregular fracture

down the centre of the vein is the most coiltmon feature (Fig. B ).



Figure 8: Tide Vein showing symmetrical growth of
crystalline fluorite inward from granite walls.
Center cavity shows excellent comb structure. Little
Salt Cove area.

45
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CHAPTER 5

PETROLOGY OF THE FLUORSPAR VETNS

Granite fVall Rock

The characteristics of the granite adjacent to and

incorporated in the fluorspar veins are significantly different
I

from the petrology of the main mass of granite (see p.I2). The

most obvious change is the brecciation of the granite wall rock.

Holocrystalline, fine to medium-grained granite fragments occur

in a matrix of finer-grained granite or aphanitic rhyolite

(Figs.9,10) . The matrix is occasionally composed of smaller

brecciated granite fragments. As the vein is approached the

amount of matrix may increase relative to the number of granite

inclusions, and at the same time the matrix frequently becomes

finer-grained and darker in colour

The minerals composing the wall rock show evidence of

physical deformation. Mortar texture is common; feldspars are

fractured or broken and often show bent twinníng. Quartz appears

to be recrystallized and shows undulatory extinction.

The intensity of brecciation and deformation of the wall

rock, and the width of wall rock showing these characteristics,



Figure 9: Granite wall rock showing granite
fragments in a finer fragmental granite matrix.
Note phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar. Specular
hematite is scattered throughout. Tarefare vein.

Figure 10: Granite wall rock showing fragments of
holocrystalline granite in an aphanitic rhyolite
matrix. Note rounding of granite fragments. Iron
Springs vein.
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arêhighly variable from vein to vein and along any individual

vein. fn fact, it is not uncommon to find undeformed holo-

crystalline granite in sharp contact with the fluorspar vein.

Alteration of the granite wall rock is minor and appears

to be confined to local areas along the veins (see p.77).

Fluorspar

The variation and complexity of the vein rock makes it

difficult to obtain a clear picture of the fluorspar by merely

describing the individual vein minerals (see Chapter 6 ) or

the individual structures exhibited in these veins (see Chapter B).

The variation and complexity of the vein material can best be

understood by describing the mutual relationships of the minerals

in two samples, one complex and one simple.

One sample of vein material- may be composed of varying

proportions of fluorite t euarLz and calcite, and each of these

minerals may show various changes in colour.and texture. Furth-

ermore, the minerals commonly show layering or zoning which is

frequently destroyed by one or more periods of brecciation and

injection. Adding to these complexities is the frequent although

somewhat loca1 replacement of vein minerals and waIl rock by

fluorite, quarLz and calcite.

rÌ-r r" .:":-):f'

The other sample taken frcrn a different vein, or from a
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different po::tion of the same vein, may consist solely of coarsely

crystalline transl-ucent yellow fluorite. The vein or portion of

the vein from which the sample was taken will probably be charact-

erized by evid-ence of the simple rhythmic deposition of fluorite :..:.: .::

inward from the walls of an open fracture.

The nature of the vein materíal will depend chiefly on

the proportions of vein minerals deposited, the intensity and '

frequency of subsequent loreccíation and injection, and the degree , , .1,'

::a ':.': -'.a

of replacement of vein material by later minerals.
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CHAPTER 6

MTNERALOGY OF TTTE FLUORSPAR VETNS

The chief vein minerals, in order of decreasing abund-

ancer âr€ fluoriter euartz, calcite and barite. Disseminated

throughout many of the veins are minor amounts of sulphides and

oxides. Many of the minerals exist in more than one variety,

and in mixtures with one another.

Fluorite

Fluorite, the most conrmon of the vein minerals, is

especially important because of its economic va1ue. Two textural

varieties of fluorite, macrocrystalline and microcrystalline

fluorite, are present in the Tarefare area.

coarse to medi-um-macrocrystarline fluorite is most 'i"

common. Tt is generalry subtransparent to opaque due to the

numerous fracture surfaces and gas inclusions within the fluorite . 
,,;,,;,,,;1,;,

This crystalline fluorite shows a strong tendency to devel-op cubes,

and where the fluorite is free to grow in all directions, cubes

with dimensions of up to one foot to a side may develop. shades

of green, bluer purple, white, red, yellow and amber are present.
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Generally, each depositional st.age is recognized by a change

in the colour of the fluorite deposited. Inclusions of hematite,

chalcopyriter galena and sphalerite may be present in the fluorite.

Microcrystalline fluorite is often difficult Lo recoqnize

because it is frequently mixed in various proportions with other

vein minerals. In such cases the percentage of fluorite can only

be determined by chemical analysis or microscropic examination.

Two main types of microcrystalline fluorite can be dist-

inguished. The first is whitish, dense and opaque; it is frequently

found in the NW-SE veinsr, particularly in "blastonite". In the

blastonite, microcrystalline fluorite and guartz form a dense

white cherty matrix which surround.s fragments of macrocrystalline

fluorite (r'igs.I1,12,13,14 ) .

The second type of microcrystalline fluorite is found

adjacent to the vein walls of the E-Vü veins, and occurs míxed

with microcrystalline quartz and calcite, in a thínly-layered,

red- to brown rock (Fig.21). The layering is due to variations

in the relative amounts of the constituents or to a change in

colour or grain size.

All of the fluorite ín the St. Lawrence area loses its

colour on exposure to sunlighti exposed veins are a. "dead" white

colour (fig.a.¡. None of the fluorite collected in the Tarefare

area fluoresced under ultraviolet light.
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Figure 11: IJBlastonitelJ - fragments of crystalline
purple fluorite in a microcrystalline quartz and
fluorite matrix. Some altered granite fragments are
included in the fluorite fragments. Microcrystalline
quartz often replaces the smaller fluorite fragments.
Grassy Gulch vein.

Figure 12: Fractured crystalline fluorite. Microcry
stalline quartz fills these fractures and replaces the
adjacent fluorite. Tarefare vein.
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Figure 13: Fragments of crystalline fluorite in a

mat-like matrix of mícrocrystalline quartz- Tarefare
vein. Crossed nicols x 30.

Figure l-l": "Blastonite" - fragments of fluorite,
both macroscopic and microscopic, in a microcrystalline
quartz-fluorite matrix. NTote cleavage planes in fluor-
ite are filled wíth suartz (?). Tarefare vein. Crossed
nicols x 30.
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Quartz

Quartz is the most common gangue mineral in the fluorspar

veins. It frequently exists in a microcrystalline form cementingr

fragments of fluorite, or in fractures or cracks in the fluorite

(Figs .J'1,L2) . Under high magnification the microcrystalline

quartz appears as a felted mat of minute grains which frequently

replaces the adjacent fluorite (Figs. 13,74).

Crystals of fluorite are sometimes coat.ed with minute

crystals of clear quartz. Doubly terminated quartz crystals

gro!ü ínward from open fractures and cavities in the granite host

rock; these crystals are frequently coated with a thin film of

hematite.

Veins and veinlets of guartz commonly occur in the

granite. Some of the larger vêins, üp to one foot wide, strike

in approximately the same direction as the NW-SE fluorspar veinsi

one such quartz veín was cut off by a narrow E-ff fluorite vein.

Where a quartz vein cuts both granite and a fluorspar vein, it

shows a greaLer width in the granite than in the fluorspar vein.

Calcite

Both coarsely crystalline and microcrystalline calcite

are found throughout the fluorspar veins. The calcite may be

white to tan in colour.
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Calcite occurs as lenses, layers and veinlets within

the fluorspar veíns, and it is especially abundant where the

veins are ín contact with shate (Fig.24). Calcite is also

found as veinrets in the waII rock, and it frequently cements

pieces of fragmented wall rock or vein rock in brecciated zones.

In many places calcite replaces rocks with which it is in contact

(see p.81).

rn the microcrystalline form calcite appears as mínute

spebks mixed with microcrystaltine fluorite and quartz. Textural

relatíonships suggest that the calcite may be replacing the

other minerals (see p.81).

from

The

more

several- periods of injection of calcite are indicated

the cross-cutting relationships of the calcite veinlets.

first and last periods of injection appear to have been

widespread than the intermediate periods of injection.

Much of the calcite in the Tarefare area fruoresces a

crimson red colour under ultraviolet 1ight. This fluorescence

may be due to manganese dioxide, commonly found in association

with the calcite in the veins.

Barite

occurs as pink

l-s

to

Barite

the least common of the gangue minerals. It

cream-coloured plates along open fractures in
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the veins or as narro\d cross-cutting veinlets. Microcrystalline

barite is occasionally mixed with microcrystalline calcite or

quartz and encloses fragments of crystalline fluorite.

Galena and Sphalerite

Galena and sphalerite are almost always associated with

each other, and they have much the same mode of occurrence.

Galena is commonly in the massive cubic form. A red or amber

variety of sphalerite, known as "ruby-blerìde", is coilrmon, although

brown and yellow sphalerite'wene also observed. Ga1ena and

sphalerÍte occur as irregular grains included in the vein material

and between aggregates of vein minerals. Colloform-looking layers

of galena and sphalerite are ín many places parallel to layers

of calcite and green fluorite. Local1y, sphalerite and galena

may account for 5% of the vein material.

Hematite

Hematite is present as coatings on many of the crystal

faces of the vein minerals and it is often concentrated in

cavities or fractures in the vein. It is also T¡resent in the

granite host rock (see p.13 ).

The stages of cubic Arowth of the fluorite are marked

frequently by a coating of hematite or of a quartz-hemaLite
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mixture (Fig. 7). clear cubes of fluorite may show spheroidal

inclusions of red or black hematite on the exterior faces or

interíor planes of the fluorite.

Hematite is frequently found to coat only those cube

faces of fluorite facing in one particular direction. This

preferential direction of coating may change during the growth

of the cuber âs the face beneath an outer clear face may be

coated with hematite. This phenomenon is interpreted to be the

result of the directional flow of ftuids along the vein, and

the precipitation and deposition of hematite on crystal faces

orientated roughly perpendicular to the direction of flow. This

process is analogous to the deposition of a sediment on the lee-

ward or wíndward side of an obstacle in a current. During the

growth of individual crystals, the direction of flow was variable

and hence cube faces oriented in other directions \Àlere also

subject to the deposition of hematite.

Chalcopyrite

Chalcopyrite occurs as small particles included in the

vein material and especially in green crystalline fluorite

The chalcopyrite sometimes exists as distinct disphenoids (pseudo-

tetrahedrons). A layer of dark brown iron oxide may coat the

surface of the chalcopyrite and hence disguise it. Frequently
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chalcopyrite is associated with g'alena and sphal_erite.

Manganese Oxid.e

Dendritic arowths of manganese oxide may be present .,

as coatings on fracture plane surfaces in the fluorspar and in

the adjacent wall rock. Local concentrations of manganese oxide

are found in weathered pockets along the vein, and especially '.,

in rock containing calcite . i,,
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CHAPTER 7

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF THE CHTEF VE]N MTNERALS

The three veÍn minerals, fluorite, quartz and calcite,

f::equently occur as well developed euhedral crystals. They are

found in vugs or fractures in the graniter or more commonly

liníng cavities in the fluorspar veins. Fluorite euhedra are

the most widespread and best developed. A few of the high-grade

E-Vü veins which have been worked \^rere re,oorted to contain cavities

large enough for a person to stand ín. These cavities were lined

with dazzLl-ng crystals of fluoriter euartz and calcite. Many of

the fluorite cubes have dimensions as large as one foot to a side.

Iron Springs veÍn contained many fine muséum quality crystals.

Fluorite

Fluorite belongs to the isometric crystal system. Cubes,

octahedrons, and cubo-octahedrons are the most common crystal

forms.

The cube is by far the most wídespread of the crystal

forms found in the area, being present ín all of the veins in a

broad range of sizes and colours (fig.1S¡. One feature usúally
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exhibited by the larger cubes is the development of growth layers

parallel to the outer cube faces. These are recognized by a

change in the colour of the fluorite, a coating of red hematite,

or the planar alignment of gas inclusions. The hematite coat-

ing on the cube faces is often directional (see p.57). The

outer faces of Lhese larger cubes are often composed of numerous

smaller cubes in parallel growth (Fig.16 ).

Cubo-octahedra of fluorite, although considerably less

common thani cubes, are found in several of the veins. They are

often diffícult to distinguish from the adjacent cubes as the

octahedral faces are barely visible to the naked eye. The oct-

ahedral faces are usually brighter than the cube faces although

the reverse may occur.

The outer faces of the larger cubo-octahedral and octa-

hedral crystals are frequently composed of many smaller cubo-

octahedrons or culoes with their octahedral and cube planes

parallel to the respective octahedral and cube planes of the

large crystals. The faces of these larger crystals are drusy

due to the parallel growth of the smaller crystals on the outer

faces of these larger crystals (Fig.17 ).

It appears that a single fl.uorite crystal may change its

crystal form during its growth; a few clear cubo-octahedral
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crystals show an earlier cube growth which is coated with

hematite (Fig.18 ) . This chang'e in crystal form is possibly due

to a change in the physical or chemical crcnditions during the

growth of the crystals.

Another interesting ohenomenon is that many clear

cubes show purple-coloured inclusions distributed at the

corners of the cubes. On close examination it appears that

this purple colour is distributed on the octahedral planes;

in fact, several cubo-octahedral crystals have a dull black to

purple coating of unidentified material on their octahedral

faces (Fi9.19). It is dífficult to explain why this coating

should be preferentially deposited on the octahedral planes.

Perhaps the surface electrical charge on the octahedral face

is more suitable for the deposition of this coating.

Only a few small individual octahedral crystals \^/ere

seen in the samples from the Tarefare fluorspar deposits. One

specimen showed several fluorite cubes with their corners

bevelled by dodecahedra (Fig.16)¡ iL is in the possession of

Mr. H. Farrell.

Calcite

Four distinct habits of calcite were recognized:

tabular, rhombohedralr scâleriohedral and prismatic. Platy or

tabular calcite occurs as massive aggreg:ates in lenses or bands

throughout some of the fluorspar veins. Rhombohedral crystals
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occur in open cavities in both the graníte and vein rock. Fluorite

and quartz crystals may also be present in these cavities. Scalen-

ohedra of the coflrmon "dog tooth" variety are most often seen

growingonthefacesoff1uoritecubes(Fig.20).C1earprismatic

crystals are the rarest. These tiny acicular crystals resemble

trigonal prisms and they gro!ü in every direction from small
:

cavities in a few of the fluorspar veins. :,:

Quartz

Doubly terminated quartz crystals grorr'r in cavities and

fractures in the fluorspar veins and throughout the granite body

- The quartz crystals are usually milky and they may show over-

growths or zoning parallel to the faces. Often the quartz

crystals 9ro\^I on the faces of fluorite cubes. The growth is

often restricted to certain faces of a cube, that is, only the

cube surfaces facing in one direction have quartz crystals grow- '

ing on them. The quartz crystals are often coated with red- ''
hematíte
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Fiqure 17: Octahedral crystaJs of fluorite with the
faces composed of numerous smaller cubo-octahedra in
parallel growth. Iron Springs vein. Magnification x 5.

Figure 18: Hematite coated fluorite cube with parallel
overgrowth of cubo-octahedra. Grassy Gulch vein.
Magnification x 5.
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Figure 19: spots of a purple-black unidentified material
occur on the octahedral faces of cubo-octahedral crystals
of fluorite. Magnification x 5.

Figure 20: Scalenohedral "dog tooth" crystals of
calcite growing on cube faces of fluorite. Magnif
ication x 5.
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CHAPTER 8

STRUCTURES TN THE FLUORTTE VETNS

Several distinct structures are present within the

fluorspar veins. These structures are important not only because

they display the mutual relationships of the vein minerals, but

also because they serve as evidence for the interpretation of

conditions under which the vein materials \À/ere deposited. The

major structures include layering, brecciation, and zoning. Such

features as nodular, colloform and comb structures are included

under the sub-heading of layering

Layering

Layering is the most characteristic feature of the

fluorspar veins although locally it may be destroyed by brecc-

iation. Several distinct types of layering occur.

Themostcommontypeoflayeringischaracterizedby

several layers of coarsely crystalline minerals growing inward :

from the wal1s of the veins. Successive stages of growth are

distinguished by different coloured fluorite, a change in mineral

composition, or hematite coatings on the cubic crystal surfaces.
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Some of the narro\^¡er veins show symmetrical development of coarsely

crystalline layers growing inward from the vein waIls, producing

a perfect comb structure (Fig. B ). This type of layering suggests

that deposition \^/as characterized by simple fissure filling along

a relatively open fracture in the granite. Tn the wider veins

it is more common to find a more complex or non-symmetrical type

of layering, which suggests deposition inwards from relatively

open fracture zones developed within the vein itself after the

deposition of an earlier phase of fluorspar.

A dense, opaque, thinly-layered, red to brown rock,

looking much like a colour-banded siltstone, occurs in the E-I^I

veins, notably the Iron Springs vein. The layers are composed

of microcrystalli"ne fluorite with varying proportions of micro-

crystalline calcite and/or quartz. Hematite appears to be the

chief colouring agent of these layers. In places these layers

alternate with layers composed of fluorite cubes (Fig.2L).

Certain features similar to those observed in sediment-

ary rocks are present in the thinly-Iayered material. The layers

frequently show "grading" in which each individual layer is

characterízed, by a gradual increase in grain size across the

width of the layer, and this gradation from fine to coarse material

is repeated in adjacent layers (Fig.22). Vühere this "glraded"

fluorspar is deposited on an irregular surface of coarsely
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crystalline fluorite cubes, the coarser grains of the thinly-

layered fluorspar fill the depressions between the peaks of the

cubes. The layers adjacent to the peaks of the cubes are com-

pressed or show a turbulent disturbance of the layers (Fig.2l- ).

Vlhen deposited on an irregular surface the layers tend to follow

the depressions and peaks of the irregular surface, and hence

the thinly-layered fluorspar often shows a false or primary

type of "folding". These features are similar to those produced

by the deposition of sediments in a current environment, and

hence a similar mechanism of depositíon is suggested for the

formation of the thinly-layered fluorspar.

One interesting type of layered fluorspar, found in,

local zones along several of the major veins, is called "nodular

fluorspar". Fragments of wall rock and brecciated vein material

serve as the nucleii for the deposition of the layers. These

fragments may range from a fraction of an inch'to one foot in

diameter. The surroundíng' layers are composed of fluorite or

calcite, and replacement of one compositional layer by the next,

or replacement of the fragmental nucleus, ilrây occur. The nodules

are cemented to one another by fluorite or calcite (Fig.23).

These nodular structures are further evidence of deposition along

a relatively open fracture, with continued or renewed movement

along the fractures.
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Figure 21: Thinly-layered fluorspar typical of the
E-W veins. The layers adjacent to the peaks of the
crystalline. fluorite cubes are disturbed. Iron
Springs vein.

Figure 22: "Grading"exhibited by the thinly-layered
fluorspar. The layers are composed of a mixture of"
microcrystalline fluorite (black) and microcrystalline
quartz (white). Iron Springs vein. crossed nicols x 30.
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. Colloform layering was observed in some fluorspar

samples from the northern part of the Tarefare vein. Alternate

layers, less than one eighth of an inch wide, of green crystall-

ine fluorite and white calcite show the typical colloform struct-

ure; parallel layers and lenses of galena hrere also noted within

these structures (Fig.24) .

Brecciation

Brecciation of the wall and vein rocks is one of the

most prominent features of the fluorspar veins in the Tarefare

area. The intensity of brecciation varies greatly from vein to

vein and along individual veins. The wide NW-SE veins show a

greater degree of brecciation than do the relatively narrow E-W

veins.

(a ) vtall Rock

The walI rock may be shattered and cemented by vein

material for a width of several feet from the waIls. Commonly

one waII shows a gradational contact characterized by brecciat-

ion, whereas the other wall shows a relatively sharp contact

along a steeply dipping fault(rig. 25).

The intensity of brecciation of the wall rock may

vary. Some vein contacts are characterized by sharp angular

pieces of wall rock which have not been separated from each other,
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Figure 23: Nodular fluorspar characterized by frag
ments of granite and fluorite. Each fragment is
surrounded by a layer of white calcite and followed
by an outward growth of crystalline fluorite. Each
growth stage is marked by a coating of hematite.
Iron Springs vein.

Figure 24: Brecciated vein material composed of
green crystalline fluorite and calcite. Fragments
of the shale wall rock are included in the vein.
Note the colloform-looking layers of calcite and
fluorite~ also note the specks of galena and sphal
erite scattered throughout the vein rock. Tarefare
vein.
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or rotated with respect to each other, to any degree. Vein

material fills the interstices between the fragments. On

Lhe other hand, wa1l rock fragiments may be ragged and sub-angular,

showing the effects of abrasion during movement, and ind.icating

more intense brecciation and rotation (figs. 26,27). One sample

shows pebble-like fragments of granite in a matríx of fluorite,

and looks very much like a conglomerate.

(b) Vein Rock

BreccÍation of the vein minerals themselves is conìmoni

angular fragments of fluorite, quarLz and calcite frequently

occur in a matrix of vein minerals representing a later phase

of deposition. Certain zones within the veins are characterized

by intense brecciation which destroys other structures such as

layering. Microcrystalline quartz or "blastonite" is common ín

these zones. Other zones of soft fault gouge or "pug", contain-

ing fragments of g'ranular fluorite, represent local areas of

intensive movement; these shear zones serve as channels for the

downward percolation of surface waters.

Several of the samples from the veins show evidence of

more than one period of brecciation. Fragments of rockr composed

of an aggregate of brecciated fragments of wal-l rock in fluorspar,

have been host to a later phase of vein deposition. There appears

to be little consistency in the number of periods of brecciation

i -" ;:.,;.;,
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between veins and along individuar veins. The writer can only

state that local zones along some veins have been subjected to

several periods of movement or brecciation, and that each period

of breccíation was followed by a new phase of vein mineral

deposition cementing the broken fragments.

Many of the brecciated fragments of both wall rock and

vein rock show ragged or corroded borders because of replacement

by the adjacent vein mineral (see p.7B). Tt is observed generally

that where the degree of brecciation is the greatest, the degree

of replacement is also the greatest.

Zoníng

Two types of zoning are observed in the fluorspar veins:

a zoning produced by different colours of fluorite and a zoning

produced by the presence of barite.

Each individual vein shows its own characteristic colour

zonation of fl-uorspar as the result of the successive deposítion

of various shades of fluorite inward from the walls of an open

fracture. In addítion, all the fluorspar veins show some common

patterns of colour zoning. These common patterns may be more

prominent in some localities than in others. Frequently. zoning

is partially destroyed by one or more periods of brecciation ard

inj ection.
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Figure 25: Narrow fluorspar vein showing a relatively
sharp footwall contact along a steeply dipping fault.
The hanging-wall contact is gradational and composed
of shattered wall rock surrounded by fluorspar. Note
differential weathering of the granite and fluorspar.
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Figure 26: Breccia fragments of granite and shale wall
rock in a microcrystalline matrix composed of fluorite,
quartz and calcite. Note rounding of many of the frag
ments and the great variation in composition and texture
of the fragments. Tarefare vein.

Figure 27: Breccia fragments of medium crystalline granite
wall rock surrounded by purple crystalline fluorite. Note the
high angularity of the granite fragments. The brown material
is a mixture of fluorite, quartz and hematite. This material

'is possibly a product of the replacement of granite by fluorite.
Iron Springs vein.
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The colour zoning begins with purple crystalline

fluorite adjacent to the wall rockr it surrounds granite

fragments and occupies fractures and veínlets in the wall rock

(Fig.27l. ïnward towards the vein centre the colour zoning

becomes less prominent and appears to be different for each

of the vein systems. In the N!{-SE veins, the zorle adjacent

to the purple fluorite is generally characterized by a mixture

of bluer gref and white fluorite. A third zone of green fluor-

ite occupie.s the central portion of the vein. In the E-TV veins,

the zoîe adjacent to the purple fluorite is composed of coarsely

crystalline yellow, amber, white or red fluorite. The presence

and zoníng of these colours will vary from one vein to another

and along individual veins. Tt should be mentioned that in

addition to this general type of colour zoning inward from the

walI rock contacts, there is also a similar colour zon::ng outward

from granite fragments included in the vein.

In veins containing barite there is a mineralogical

zoning because the barite is generally found in the centre of

the vein. This zoning of barite and its occurrence as cross-

cutting veinlets suggests that it was the last vein mineral to

be deposited.
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CHAPTER 9

ALTER.ATION AND REPLACEMENT

Alteration

Alteration of the wall rock is a local- phenomenon.

The alteration zones, seldom more than t!,üenty feet wide, are

characterízed by a change in the colour of the granite; feldspars

become pale green to white, and hematite is concentrated in

irregular layers roughly parallel to the wall rock-vein contact

(rig.2e ¡. Alteration is especially prominent where the wa1l

rock is intensely brecciated

Thin section examination and X-ray diffraction studies

show that the feldspars in these zones alter to a mixture of clay

minerals of which kaolin and possibly chlorite appear to be major

constituents. In rocks showing partial alteration, the finer

feldspathic matrix is more strongly al-tered than the large feld-

spar phenocrysts. Quartz is unaltered and appears as clear grains

in an altered matrix. (Fig. 29).

A few samples of the wal-I rock showed small dark

inclusíons.surrounded by bleached haloes. Thin section examination
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showed that these inclusions are accessory minerals in the

granite. Only zircon was identified with any degree of certainty.

The bleached haloes are possibly an effect caused by the

concentration of radioactive elements in these accessory mineral-s

(see p.l06,Aopendix Ir).

Re'olacement

The occurrence and intensity of replacement of vein

and wall rock by the vein minerals, fluoriter euartz and calcite,

vary greatly from one vein to another and within individual veins.

The most common type of replacement is the fluoritizaL-

ion of the waII rock and the granite fragments included in the

veins. The replacement is most marked where the granite has

been highly fractured and surrounded by fluorite (figs.30,3l-).

The finer-grained granite material is more easily replaced

than the coarser-grained granite. The feldspar phenocrysts

and the quartz of the porphyritic aranite are most resistant to

replacement (Fig.29). !Ìhen the graníte is partially replaced,

the borders are generally corroded and the granite takes on the

purple hue of the fluorite (Fig.30). Often replacement is

extensive; several feet of granite wal1 rock may become "mineral-

Lzed" and the economic width of the vein may include portions of

this fl-uoritized granite.
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Figure 28: Altered granite wall rock. Feldspars are
partially altered to clay minerals; quartz grains are
relatively unaltered. Iron oxide staining is prominent
parallel to the fluorite veining. Grassy Gulch vein.

Figure 29: Calcite replacing the feldspars in granite
wall rock. Quartz is relatively unaltered and occasion
ally shows micropegmatitic texture. Note large partially
replaced feldspar phenocryst (lower right). Tarefare vein.
Crossed nicols x 30.
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Figure 30: Replacement of granite wall rock by fluorite.
Note the purple hue of the partially replaced granite.
Grassy Gulch vein.

Figure 31: Replacement of fine-grained granite by
fluorite (black). Note the varying degrees of replace
ment. Same specimen as above. Grassy Gulch vein.
crossed nicols x 30.
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Calcite replacement of the graníte occurs commonly

where calcite veinlets have penetrated the wall rock or calcite

has cemented fragments of brecciated wall rock.

Silicification of the wall rock occurs in loca] areas

where veinlets of quartz are adjacent to the granite wall rock.

lVithin the veins themselves there are occurrences

where fluorite appears to be replaced by calcite and,/or quartz.

The finer crystalline fluorite is replaced in preference to the

coarser crystalline fluorite. The bord.ers of the fluorite cubes

adjacent to calcite show ragged edges and embayments, and islands

of partially replaced fluorite are included in the calcite. The

replacement of fluorite by quartz proceeds outwards from quartz-

filled fractures or quartz veinlets in the fluorite (Fig.12).

The boundaries between the quartz and fluorite become less

distínct, and white microcrystalline quartz eminates frcrn the

fractures into the fluorite, often enclosing islands of fluorite

ín a network of dense microcrystalline quartz (Fig.l8). If

much of the fluorite is replaced the rock is similar in appear-

ance to "b1astonite". Although it would appear that "blastonitê"

is formed by the deposition of microcrystalline quartz around

fragments of fluorite, the above replacement mechanism may be

considered as an alternative hypoLhesis for the formation of

"blastonite", especially when the boundary between the fluorite

fragments and microcrystalline quartz is ragged or gradational.
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CHAPTER 1O
'-.':

ORTGTN OF THE FLUORTTE DEPOSTTS

Emplacement of the Granite Host Rock i:

..... 
.t. _.1

The following evídence suggests that the St. Lawrence '.,¡.,',,,,

granite stock is a hypabyssal intrusion only mildly exhumed by

erosion

1. Miarolitic cavities lined with fluorite , quarLz and calcite

are conìmon throughout the granite intrusion.

2. Porphyritíc areas occur within the granite stock

3. There are rhyolite dikes which are related to the granite

inürusion -

4. Micropegmetitic textures are present in the granite; these ,;,, .r
' .'.a .4

textures are often characteristic features of shallow : ::
':. :::'

intrusive rocks.

5. Calc-a1kaline granite bodies, such as the St. Lawrence

stock, are characteristic of 1ow temperature shallow intrusions. ,,",-,., .',

' The intrusion of the granite magma at a relatívely

shallow depth vvas probably accomplished by a stopping mechanism,

as large stopped blocks of shale are included in the granite along

the granite-shale contact
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Van Alstine (1948) suggests that the igneous activity

associated with the emplacement of the st. Larnrrence granite may

be an expression of the Acadian orogeny of the Devonian period.

Relationship of FluoriLe Deposits
to the Granite Intrusion

There is evidence that the fluorite veins are both

spatially and genetically related to the granite intrusion.

The spatial relationship is indicated by the presence of fluor-

spar veins in the granite and the absence of these veins ín the

surrounding shale country rock. The genetic relationship is

based on the close spatial relationship and on the presence of

fluorite as a relatively abundant accessory mineral in the granite

intrusion. Fluorite is also present as small aggregates, not

visibly connected to the fluorspar veins or veinlets, and as

crystals in cavitíes throughout the granite body. These relation-

ships indicate that the fluorite veins were derived from the same

source as the granite.

Formation of Structures in the Granite

Fractures in the granite occur as faults and joints

(see Þ. f6). Several factors suggest that these fractures devel-

oped at approximately the same time and under the same stress

system
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The fractures are obviously post-granite and appear

to be pre-fluorspar, for both the granite and the faults are

mineralized to varying extenLs (see p.17). In addition, evidence

suggests that the fluorspar mineralization is genetíca1ly related

to the granite intrusion (see p.B3 ). Tf these interpretations

are correct, then the fractures developed shortly after the

emplacement of the granite body, but prior to the injection of

the late stage differentiates consisting of fluorine-rich solutions.

The orientation of the fracture sets suggests a single

stress system (see Fig.32). AlI of the fractures are approximately

vertical and hence tautozonal about a vertical axis. This relation-

ship would strongly indicate that both faults and joints \À/ere

produced by the same stress system.

The development of a stress model consistent with the

structural elements given in Figure 32 is based on the following

structural ínformation.

1. If the fractures developed concurrently under a single stress

system then stress theory would indicate that the vertical

axis about which the fractures íntersect is the intermediate

stress direction. The orientation of the maximum and minimum

principal axes would be horizontal. Faults produced by this

orientation of stresses are subject to strike-slip movement.

This interpretation is supported by fíeld evidence in that
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the last, and possibly the on1y, direction of movement on

the faults is strike-s1iP-

2. The orientation of the maximum principal stress direction in

the horizontal plane is based on the followíng:

(a ) According to stress theory, tTre an91e between

the axis of maximum principal stress and the

induced faults may be anywhere from a few

degrees to fortY-five degrees.

(b) Van Alstine (L948) finds evidence to indicate

that the northeast walls of the larger NVü-SE

faults have moved northwest relative to the

southwest walls, that is, the relative move-

ment is left lateral.

The only orientation of maximum principal stress, consist-

ent \^/ith the above data, is in a west-northwest, east-southeast

direction (see Fig.32) - Tt is significant to note that this

direction of compressíon is perpendicular to the general

Appalachian trend, however the stresses may have been related

to the cooling of the granite bodY.

The relationship of the two vertical joint sets to the

stress system is not known. The writer suggests that on. the

basis of their orientation, they possíbly represent shear joints.

Ho\^/ever, the possibilíty that they are cross joints and longitudinal

joints cannot be overlooked.
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Fiqure 32: Orientation of structures in the Tarefare area and a
stress analysis of these structurês.



The validitv of the stress model presented in the

proceding paragraphs is open to question. Although the stress

model appears consistent with the orientation of the observed

structures in the Tarefare area, it is significant that the model-

is based on only a limited number of structural measurements taken

in a relaLively smal1 portion of the total stress area. A detailed

structural study over a larger area may prove the above. stress

model to be unacceptable

Deposition of Vein Material

The fíeId data indicates that late fluorine-rich volatile

fluids from the granite magma were channeled along the relatively

open fault zones in the solidified granite. Precipitation of vein

material along the fault zones \,vas a simple mechanism of fissure

fi1ling. Each depositional period ís marked by a layer of vein

material parallel to the fault wal1s.

Some veins, notably the NIII-SE veins, \,úere subjected to

continued or intermittent movement. Each new period of movement

was accompanied by brecciation of vein material and the injection

of new vein material, with accompanied cementation of the brecciated

fragrments.

These relatively open fault zones \^rere produced by the

brecciation of the well-jointed brittle granite wall rock. Pinch

a7
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and sv/ell structures were produced by the horizontal displacement

of adjacent walls along warped fault planes.

The NüI-SE veins \^rere subjected to more intense faulting

so they tend to be wider and more persistent than the E-W veins. .',,:,

On the other hand, more intense faulting led to the inclusion of

granite fragments in the vein, thus producing a relatively lower

grade ore. ';:',:

Late stage silica introduced along fracture zones in the ,1,.1,1,,,1:

fluorite replaced much of the ad-jacent fluorite. The writer believes

the silica is primarily hypogene rather than supergene, for it

appears to have been deposited at approximately the same times as

the other vein minerals, and it has been subjected to the same

movements.

Temperature and Pressure of Deposition

Fluorite is a common mineral in hypothermal, mesothermal ',-,,.',,'

and epithermal deposits. The relative absence of wall rock alter-

ation, the lack of chillinq in the fluorspar adjacent to the granite

waIl rock, and the associated presence of platy calcite, barite,

and cherty silica, suggest the Tarefare deposits are epithermal. ,',,,.
'::::::

Other features such as colloform layering are also indicative of

1ow temperature deposition.

The abundance of cavities and fracture openings throughout

theveinssuggestthey!üereformedunder1owconfiningpressureS.
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Paragenesis

Several periods of injection, brecciation and cementation

are indicated by the complex nature of the vein material. The

order of deposition found in one sample may be different from that

in an adjacent sample and quite different from that found in

samples taken further along the same vein. However, a general

paragenetic sequence of deposition can be deduced from the mineral

relationships described in Chapters 4,5,6 and 8.

Figure 33 shows an interpretation of the paragenesis of

the hypogene vein minerals. The supergene minerals are also listed.

Barite is the sole mineral which shows one period of

deposition (see p.76). rt is the last hypogene mineral to be

deposited.

Several periods of calcite deposition are recognized.

Of these, two periods are prominent. Numerous stringers and vein-

lets of calcite in the adjacent wall rock, and the presence of

calcite in cavities throughout the granite, suggest it was deposited

during the first phase of deposition of vein material. The pre-

dominance of calcite as cross-cutting veínIêts within the fluorspar

veíns, suggests that a late period of deposition was also prominent.

Vein relationships suggest several depositional periods

of quartz. The wide quartz veins (see p.54) are believed to have

been deposited earlier than the fluorspar veins for one such quartz
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vein is displaced by a fluorite vein.

Several periods of fluorite deposition are indicated.

Although no rigid order of deposition could be discerned, a general

order of deposition inward from the walls of the vein is present.

Purple fluorite was deposited first and is adjacent to the wall

rock. Green fluorite found in the NIf-SE veins appears to be the

last type of fluorite deposited for it occupies the central portion

of the vein or cuts across the vein. Other colours of fluorite,

such as blue, white, amber, red, and yellow appear to have been

d"eposited at various intervals between the deposition of the

purple fluorite and the green fluorite. However the paragenetic

sequence of deposition of these colours is complex and varies from

vein to vein and along individual veins.

The occurrence of galena, sphaleriter ãrld chalcopyrite

in fluorite and between fluorite growths, suggests these mineral-s

!úere deposited at the same time as the fluorite. Furthermore, the

predominance of chalcopyrite in the later green fluorite suggests

chalcopyrite reached its depositional peak during a late stage of

fluorite deposition.

Hematite appears to have loeen deposited after each period

of fluorite deposition, for it coats many of the present and former

crystal surfaces. Tt may have been derived from leaching of the

granite.
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manganese

chalcocite

Supergene minerals are relatively rare' They include

oxide, limonite, chrysocola, malachite, covellite'

and azurite.

conclusions

The following origin ís proposed for the fluorspar

deposits. During the cooling of the shallow granite stock' faults

and joints developed in response to a stress system of possible

tectonic origín. These vertical faults provided channels for the

late fluorine-rich volatile fluids from the same granite magma-

Brecciation of the granite wall rock, and horizontal displacement

of the warped walls produced a relatively open environment for the

deposition of the minerals inward from the fault wa1ls. This simple

type of fissure filling was complicated by repeated or intermittent

movement, accompanied by brecciation of the fluorspar and deposition

of additional vein material. These movements were relatively

intense along the Nlf-SE vein system. Deposition is believed to

have taken place under conditions of 1ow temperature and pressure.

The chief vein minerals, fluorite t QtraYLz, calcite and

barite exhibit an extremely complex paragenetic sequence of deposition,

although some general conclusions on their paragenesis can be

formulated from observed data
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TTYPOGENE MTNERALS

Barite _<æ>*

Calcite <ffi**

QUaftZ -@W.s,j.¡æffiÞ¡s)þ**sÌ1--d'ffis--=.-=å"=a;;e*z*i€låt_ff1 ¡æ

Galena and Sphalerite =*rn"ä:ffi1ffi-æ:i]æ.jÆrt:iiÞ*

Chalcopyrite _-* _-***ffi*

Hematite -*:çqÉã,æf.f:#n'..*-::w&@*r-"*=="f.r¡gtr#;.îií,t-1,yr

Fluorite -,r@-**-^*€@1i..-:rn**+###h,j:ï¡*-
purple bl-ue 1zel1ow green

and and
I white red I

SECONDARY MINERALS: limonite, hematite, chalcocite, chrysocolla,
(order is
insignificant) malachite, azurite, covellite and a

manganese oxide mineral.

Figure 33: Paragenesis of vein minerals
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1. There r,'/ere several periods of deposition for most of the

vein minerals.

2. Many of the minerals lvere deposited at approxímately the same

time.

Purple fluorite was the first mineral to be deposited and

green fluorite was one of the later minerals to be deposited.

Barite had only one períod of deposition and it was the last

mineral to be deposited.

Alteration of the wal1 rock is limited and confined to

local zones along the fluorspar veins. Replacement of wall and

vein rock by the vein minerals occurs frequently, but the intensíty

of replacement varies considerably from one location to the next.

The proposed origin for the Tarefare fluorspar deposits

is very símilar to the oriqin suggested by R.E.Van Alstine for the

fluorspar deposits in the entire St. La\^/rence area. This is not

surprising because a detailed, study of a small representative portion

of a larger area should reflect a similar origin to that of the

larger area.

---..,,.....rt:.,:l
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CHAPTER 11

DTSCUSSTON OF THE ECONOMTC POTENTÏAL OF THE TAREFARE AREA

The Tarefare area contains a greater concentration of

known fluorspar veins than any other area of similar size in the

St. Lawrence district. All of the known veins have been worked

to varying degrees, but few have been followed to their termination,

and many have been worked only on the surface.

The NW-SE Tarefare vein is of present economic interest,

and a shaft is being sunk on the Tarefare Mine portion of this vein

to bring it into production. The continuation of the Tarefare

vein south to the Grassy Gulch veins, drrd further south to the

coast, adds a ne\^/ perspective to the potentíal size of the mining

operation. In addition, the nearby Blowout vein and the branching

Southern Cross veins could be mined possibly as a part of the same

operation.

Other veins in the area show promise of economic exploit-

ation. The NW-SE Hares Ears vein, with an average width of six

feet, has been worked only a maximum of 1,000 feet. However it

may possibly extend further to the north, and float has been found

.':.-_::.
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on strike with the vein all the way to the Southern coast. The

Chambers Cove vein, another NI^I-SE vein, is exposed for only 150

feeti however fluorspar float has been found about 32O feet north

of the vein along the granite-shale contact. Although the vein is

low-grade due to the relatively high proportion of silica to

fluorite, iL also warrants further exploratory work. The Iron

Springs vein is the most prominent E-Vü vein, and although it has

been mined on ten different levels, with each drift approximately

one half mil-e long, the vein may prove to be of further economic

importance. The vein may extend northwest to include the üIest

Extension vein on which relatively littIe mining has been done,

and furthermore the lVest Extension vein may extend further north-

west to join the Southern Cross veins or the Hope vein. At the time

the Tron Springs vein was in production the cut-off grade was around

øO% CaFZ. At the present time the cut-off grade is around 30%

CaF2 and hence much of the remaining fluorspar may be economical.

ItÏith further exploration, some of the smaller veins may prove to

continue, and may become economically important particularly in

light of today's modern miníng methods. It should be mentioned

howevet, that many of these veins are at a low elevation near the

coast, and mining below sea level may prove costly if not hazardous.

As mentioned above, the exposed or known length of the

veins may represent only a fractíon of the total distribution of
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the veins within the area. The possibility of new veins and vein

extensions are suggested bY:

1. The distribution of veins in exposed or worked areas.

2. The fact that the area is almost entirely covered by 91acia1 l

drift and exploratíon for veins beneath the drift is incomplete.

3. The relative success in finding netnr veins or vein extensions

where systematic exploration has been conducted- i"
:a

Further exploration of known veins, and especially of

the wider NüI-SE veins, is recoilrmended. This exploration should

consist chiefly of surface trenching across the extension of the

veins. Diamond drilling Ís advisable only if there is some serious

question as to the dimensions or grade of the vein at depth. Under-

ground workings should loe further explored by detailed geological

mapping and diamond drilling, and if results are \^Tarranted, by

exploration drifting. Geophysical exploration techniques have

proved inadequate for the detection of the fluorspar veins beneath -."
,tt,'

the thick cover of glacial till. Mercury vapor analysis and detailed

geochemical sampling may prove difficult because of the inhomogeneity

of the thick glacial overburden and the abundant water seepage.

However, these techniques have not been tested and they may prove ',','

successful in locating some veins. The confinement of the fluorspar

veins to a twenty-five square mile area should make detailed surface

exploration, followed by trenching, the most economical means of
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discovering new veins and of extending old. ones.

In the near future it may prove more economical to mine

certain areas by open pit methods. Some areas, notaloly the southern

portion of the Tarefare Mine vein, are characterízed by a concen-

tration of veins within a relatively confined area. Many of these

veins are too narro\^l to be mined separately, but may be economic

if mined in bulk. Preliminary stripping of the glacial drift and

diamond drilling would be the first steps in determining the

feasíbility of such an operation. Open-pit mining would eliminate

the ?razard of rock bursts which plague the underground. operations.
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APPENDTX T

SEMT-QUANTITATTVE SPECTOGRÃPHIC ANALYSTS

Analyses

Semi-quantitative analyses on five representative wall

rock and fluorspar samples taken from the Tarefare vein \^rere

carried out by the Aluminum Company of Canada for the writer.

The results are tabulated below and a brief description of each

sample is given.

Sample No.1

Location X-z-S 0'

Description Fresh, holocrystalline, medium-grained qranite

showing several feldspar phenocrysts and quartz

eyes. Specular hematite is evenly scattered

throughout. Minor veinlets of calcite cut the

granite.

Sample No.2

Location X-2-S B'

Description Fine-grained, sub-rounded qranite wal1 rock

fragments and feldspar fragments in a matrix

of finer-grained granite. Few quartz eyes

occur in both matrix and fragments.
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Sample No.3

Location X-2-S 12'

Description Green crystalline fluorite with minor granite

wall rock inclusions. Cracks in the fluorite

are fiIled with white quartz; and the adjacent

fluorite is whitish, suggesting partial replace-

ment of fluorite by quartz. Very minor amounts

of galena and chalcopyrite are present.

Sample No.4

Location X-4-S IB' Tarefare Mine vein

Description Crystalline fl-uqrite. Colour is pale shades

of white, purple and green. Fractures are

filled with yellow iron oxide. Microcrystalline

quartz occurs in fractures and as irregular

wisps in the fluorite.

Sample No.5

Location Grassy Gulch vein

Description Altered qranite wall rock. Fragments of granite,

feldspar and quartz in a tan coloured micro-

crystalline matrix. The feldspars are partially 
.:

altered to sericite(?) and some remnant feldspar

phenocrysts are visible. Irregular concentrations

of iron oxide give a red to yellow colour to the
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rock. Narrow purple fluorite veinlets cut

the granite and have partially replaced the

tan matrix giving it a purplish hue.

..::,::.::-:.-l
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SEMT-QUANTTTATTVE SPECTOGRÃPHTC ANALYSES

Sample No.

Si

A1

Na

K

Ca

Bc

MN

Cu

Sr

Y

Ba

Eu

]¿]c

Pb

La

PT - possible trace

T trace

ND - not detected

5

%

A-3

%

2t

.1

ND

34

2

2.L

3.4

1

PT

.07

.02

ND

.02

ND

ND

T

33

,2

2.3

4.r

2

PT

.04

.02

ND

.02

ND

ND

T

5.4

.1

ND

Major

ND

T

.01

ND

.02

ND

ND

PT

.3

ND

Major

ND

T

.01

ND

.02

ND

ND

PT

.06

ND

28

1

ND

PT

3

PT

.01

.05

ND

.06

ND

ND

T

.3

ND

.2

NDND
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Tnterpre.tations

Analyses for several other elements requested by the

writer were not done, and hence the scope of the interpretation

is limited by the available data. The following points are

interpreted from the foregoing data.

1. The percentage of Si, probably present as SiO2, is

relatively high for samples 3 and 4. These samples appear

to be predominately fluoríte and it is suggested that the

silica is due to the partial replacement of fluorite by

microcrystalline quartz .

2. The results of the analyses of granite samples 1 and 2 for

Nâ, K and Ca would support microscopic evidence that there

is a low content of Ca feldspars in the granite relative

to the Na-K feldspars. Much of the Ca present in these

samples is possibty due to small amounts of fluorite and

calcite in the granite.

3. There is almost no Na or K in the altered. granite wall

rock, and it is suggested that these elements \^/ere lost

during the alteration of the feldspars to clay minerals.

It would appear that some Si and A1 were also lost d"uring

alteration.

4. The concentration of ca in sample number 5 of the altered
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granite is probably due to the partial replacement of

the granite by fluorite.

5. The concentration of Y in sample number 5 is three times

that in the unaltered granite samples, and it is suggested

that this may be due to a concentration of rare earths

containing yttrium along alteration zones. AIso this

concentration of Y suggests a corresponding concentration

of U, since yttrium commonly contains amounts of uranium

in its structure. No radioactivity was detected in anv

of these samples when tested with a geiger counter.
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APPENDTX TI

RADTATTON

Introduction

Although radiation studies are not within the scope

of the thesis, the subject is of considerable interest and

is undoubtedly related to the geology of the deposits. It is

therefore included as an Appendix

In the past five years the subject of radiation in

the St. Lawrence fluorspar mines has received much attention

both locally and nationally. During the last twenty years,

more than one hundred mÍners have died; the chief cause of

death was diagnosed as lung cancer. In L96O it was discovered

that there rnras an abnormally high level of radiation in the

fluorspar mÍnes. The high incídence of lung cancer was believed

to be the result of an accumulative exposure to radon gases

in the mines, especially in the Ïron Springs Mine. In the same

year, L96O, Alcan installed additional ventilation equipment

in its only producing mine, the Director Mine, and this additíona1

ventilation brought the radiation down to a safe 1evel. Radiation
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measurements are taken periodically to ensure a safe level

is maintained throuqhout the mine.

During the thesis study, any possible connection between

radiation and mineralogy vüas investigated. An extensive study ,,'',.".' :_: '

of the literature on natural radiation, notably the work o:f

M.Faul (L954), indicated many geologic factors that suggest the

St. Lawrence granite and fluorspar deposits should have a relat- ,'.,,','l
'': .: '

ively high level of radiation :-¡:'.:'.:

Relative Concentration of Uranium and
Thorium in Igneous Rocks

The source of all natural radiation is thorium (Th),

uranium (u), and potassium (K). The average concentration of

Th and U in the upper part of the earth's crust is 10-15 p-p-m-

and 3-4 p.p.m. respectively. The concentration of Th and U is

. higher in granite than in basic igneous rocks and many sediment-
j

ary rocks. Furthermore, the concentration of Th and U is increased
l

' in the acid residual solution of the granite magma. Light. coloured

granitic rocks with abundant Na-K feldspars may have more than

twice the average concentration of U and Th.
,

Althougn no radiation sampling of the St. La\ÀTrence

alaskite has been done, one would suspect a relatively high

concentration of U and Th on the basis of its petrology-
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Radioactive Accessory Minerals

The accessory minerals are generally from I to 5 orders

of magnitude more radioactive than the essential minerals. The

coilrmon accessory minerals are zirc,on, thorite, monazite, apatite,

allanite, sphene, pyrochlore, uraniníte and xenotime.

Van Alstine (1948) recognized minor quantities of sphene,

apatite and zircon in the St. Lawrence granj-te. The writer found

several accessory minerals but only zircon could be recognized

with any degree of certainty. Some of the accessory minerals

have haloes surrounding them. These haloes are belíeved to be

the result of a relatively high concentratÍon of radíoactivity

associated with the accessory minerals and are analogous to t1æ

pleochroic haloes encircling zircon inclusions in biotite.

Uraníum and Thorium Content
of Shallow Intrusive Bodies

V,Iork done by J.A.S.Adams (see H.FauI L954) at the

University of lfisconsin suggests that volcanic and hypabyssal

rocks have some!,ühat hígher average radioactivity than do plutonic

rocks of similar composition. N.B.Keevil (see H.Faul L954) has

shown that radioactive elements tend to concentrate in the periphery

of intrusive batholiths or stocks. Many porphyry dikes have a

relatively high concentration of radioactive material.
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Assuming the st. La\^/rence granite body to be a hypabyssal

intrusion only mildIy exhumed by erosíon (Van Alstine Ig4B), one

would conclud-e from the above that a relatively high level of

.,,i.,,i' 
, radioactivity might be found around the outer aureole of the

íntrusion, which is in effect exposed by the erosional surface.

; [s well, high levels of radioactivity would be expected in the
,' .. ..i,r.:, associated rhyolite porphyry dikes.

Secondary Concentration of Uranium
and Thorium and Radon Migration

studies have shown that a large percentage of the total

u and Th in intrusive acid rocks is readiry leachable (see

H-Faulr page B0). Hence concentrations of radioactive material

can be expected along fault zones, joints, and cracks in an

intrusive body. The radioactive material is often associated

with hematite and limonite which are frequently precipitated

along fractures in the rock (anonlzmous Eldorado Beaver Lodge

operation 1960). Any \,rater moving along open fracture zones

in the granite would have a relatively higher concentration of

U and Th.

Radon, a gas, is produced from a radium isotope, which

in turn is produced from the radioactive decay of u and Th. rf

fractures or channels are present in the ground or in the vicinity

of a source of radonr rro particular limit can be placed on the

-..' ._ .-: l
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migration distance (Adams and Lowder L964r pages 161-f7B).

The St. Lawrence granite is a highly fractured intrusive

body transected by numerous joints and by fault zones which

provided the structural control for the deposition of the fluor-

spar. These fluorspar veins are relatively open and serve as

channels for water which seeps in from surface bogs. Fractures

and cavities in the vein and adjacent wall rock are often coated

or fiIled with hematite. It would not be unreasonable to suggest

that radioactive material has been leached from the granite and

concentrated in these fracture zones.

Association of Fluorite and Radiation

The fluorspar veins themse].ves may be a source of the

radiation. Many fluorite deposits throughout the world have a

relatively high radiation level. Like the St. Lawrence deposits

they are generally shallow, Iow-epithermal deposits. This

field associatíon ís not coincidental for fl-uorine has a close

geochemical association with U and Th as well as some rare-

earths, and all of these elements are concentrated in the residual

solution during fractional crystallizatíon of a granite magma.

Apprecialole amounts of rare-earth minerals are often íncorporated

in the fluorite, and these minerals may incorporate some U and

Th into their structure. Fluorite is relatively rich in cerium
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which commonly contains Th, and in yttrium which commonly

contains U.

Although the foregoing suggests the possibility that

radioactívity is associated with fluorspar, the writer found

no radioactive minerals in the fluorspar veins.

Recent Investigations

In the last few years some investigations concerning

the radiation problem have been undertaken. A trace of uranium

oxide was found in one sample of granite and another radioactive

mineral was found associated with blue crystal-line fluorite*.

Dr. deVillers of the Dept. of NaLional Health and lrÏelfare has

been investigating the association between lung cancer and.

radiation at St. Lawrence.

The U.S. Public Health Service has found that the

incidence of lung cancer among a group of uranium miners \^zas

seven times higher than among the general public. The lung

cancer takes approximately twenty years to develop but it is

virtually certain to be fatal within a matter of months after

it is discovered. The higher the exposure, the higher the

incidence of the disease. There is a strong suggestion that

a similar situation occurs in the St. La\,vrence fluorsr¡ar mines.

Personal communication with l¡Ir. R. I¡Iiseman, General Manager,
Newfoundland Fluorspar Ltd.
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APPENDTX TTT

FLUORTDE TOXTCTTY

One possible source of the health problem which may

have been overlooked by both company and health officials is

the toxicity of the fluoride itself. Several books have been

written on the health hazards of fluorides. Fluorine Chemistrv

Vol. TV by H.C.Hodge and F.A.Smith (1965) is especially inform-

ative, and much of the following information was obtained from

this book.

In L932 Moller

fluorosis in the course

cudjonsson recognized industríal

an investigation on silicosis in

and

of

Danish cryolite workers. Since then, several ínvestigators

have attributed injury to the discharge of fluoride dusts or

vapour from industrial operations.

The chief diseases attributed to the cumulative exposure

to fluoride are osteosclerosis and crippling fluorosis, both of

which attack the bones and the teeth. Documented experiments

have been carried out on animals subjected to dosages of various

fluorides, including fluorite (CaF2).
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Several of the St. Lawrence inhabitants were noted to

have brown mottled teeth. The brown mottling of the teeth is

probably due to fluorosis of the teeth caused by a concentration

of CaF2 in the drinking water taken from the mine.

Elemental fluorine gas is very toxic. In experiments

on animals subjected to fluorine over a period of 18 days, it

\Âlas found to af fect the pulmonary organ and cause bronchitis.

Fluorine can be released from fluorite (car2 ) by several processes

including grinding and radioactive bombardment.

In no instance has any illness been attributed to exposure

to fluorite, although many of the miners from the St. Lawrence

area have been exposed to fluorite dust and perhaps fluorine

gâs, caused by blasting and drilling of the fluoríte veins.

They have also taken mine water containing fluorite ínto their

systems. Cumulative exposure to fluoríte (Caf2) or elemental

fluorine gas should not be overlooked as a health hazard in

the St. Lawrence area.
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